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SA
FETY

PLEASE READ ALL SECTIONS OF THIS MANUAL AND RETAIN FOR FUTURE 
REFERENCE. 

THE UNIT WHEN INSTALLED, MUST BE ELECTRICALLY GROUNDED AND 
COMPLY WITH LOCAL CODES, OR IN THE ABSENCE OF LOCAL CODES, WITH 
THE NATIONAL ELECTRICAL CODE. 

Users are cautioned that maintenance and repairs must be performed by a PDI authorized service agent 

using genuine Pi Distribution Inc. (PDI) replacement parts. PDI will have no obligation with respect to 

any product that has been improperly installed, adjusted, operated or not maintained in accordance 

with national and local codes or installation instructions provided with the product, or any product that 

has its serial number defaced, obliterated or removed, or which has been modified or repaired using 

unauthorized parts or by unauthorized service agents. The information contained herein, (including 

design and parts specifications), may be superseded and is subject to change without notice. 

• This unit must only be operated by a qualified person.

• DO NOT operate without reading this manual.

• DO NOT attempt to repair or replace any part of this appliance unless all main power supplies 
have been disconnected.

• DO NOT clean this appliance unless the power supply is disconnected.

• USE EXTREME CAUTION in setting up, operating and cleaning this appliance to avoid coming 
in contact with hot surfaces (including parts). Wear suitable protective clothing or use proper 
utensils to prevent the risk of burns.

IMMEDIATELY INSPECT FOR SHIPPING DAMAGE 

All containers should be examined for damage before and during unloading. The freight carrier has 

assumed responsibility for its safe transit and delivery. If equipment is received damaged, either 

apparent or concealed, a claim must be made with the delivering carrier.

For your safety:

Do not store or use gasoline or other flammable vapors or liquids in the vicinity of 
this or any other appliance.

Warning:
Improper installation, adjustment, alteration, service or maintenance can 
cause property damage, injury, or death. Read the installation, operating and 
maintenance instructions thoroughly before positioning, installing, maintaining or 
servicing this equipment.
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION

WHAT IS HIBACHI / 
TEPPANYAKI? 

Hibachi is a style of cooking that traces as 

far back as the 12th century, and it was the 

Japanese who later popularized the term 

‘teppanyaki’ - hibachi in Japanese - and 

turned it into a cultural dining. Teppanyaki 

is performed live in front of customers. The 

two pillars of this exotic cuisine are quality 

food and the chef’s showmanship - the 

former defined by elegant presentation 

and tastiness, while the latter relies on the 

entertainment value that the chef can add to 

the dining experience, in the form of knife-

juggling or other eye-catching tricks.

HANDLING GREASE 
LADEN AIR 
Teppanyaki cooking, which means to grill 

(yaki) on a heated steel plate (the teppan), 

inevitably produces grease laden air - an 

undesirable byproduct that can be a health 

hazard to both the chefs and the customers. 

The conventional way of dealing with this 

nuisance is to install ventilating devices such 

as a range/grease hood above the teppan 

griddle. The range hood is connected to an 

air/grease duct that leads to the outside, 

providing the air passage through which 

grease laden air can be removed by a suction 

motor (often installed at the end of the air duct).

INNOVATION 

The FANMATM Series Smokeless Electric 

Teppanyaki Table’s innovative design, on 

the other hand, is an all-in-one system that 

integrates a motor fan and an electro-static 

precipitator that work to remove smoke and 

particulate, exhausting clean air. 

How this works is that the grease laden air 

is 1.) down-drafted into the system through 

a ventilation aperture fixed on the tabletop, 

2.) filtered through a baffle filter 3.) filtered 

through a mesh filter, 4.) filtered through an 

electrostatic precipitator and 5.) pumped out of 

the system by the motor fan as grease-free air. 

This down-draft, grease laden air cleaning 

process is a patented design, which benefits 

the chefs by reducing the risk of occupational 

respiratory illness, and contributes to better 

air quality of the restaurant. The FANMATM 

Series Smokeless Electric Teppanyaki Table 

has established itself as the leading brand 

in teppanyaki griddles with a client base 

across America.
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SETTING UP

SETTING UP

Motor Blower

Trash Receptacle

Ventilation Aperture

Control Panel

Baffle Filter

Grease Containers

Electrostatic Precipitation

Wheel (Lockable)

Muffler

Adjustable Leg

TABLE DIAGRAM
Take a moment to identify the controls and components shown below. 

SETTING UP THE TABLE 

1. POSITIONING

Position the griddle at the planned location. Remove the protective white film off of the 

teppan. Once positioned, raise the griddle by extending its legs with a wrench (turn it 

clockwise to raise; counterclockwise to lower) until the griddle is no longer resting on its 

wheels. Allow adequate space around the griddle for operation and servicing. The product 

must be kept free from combustible material. 

2. LEVELING

With the aid of a level, adjust the legs (Figure 1.1) to ensure that the griddle is level, both side 

to side (Figure 1.2) and front to back (Figure 1.3). A level griddle helps prevent food from 

sliding during cooking. 

The following illustration may appear different from your model, depending on the 
country of your residency.

Figure 1.1 Figure 1.2 Figure 1.3
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OPERATING

OPERATING

ATC (Auto Temperature Control)

LED Display

Zone Button

Set Temperature Button

ATC Up Button

ATC Down Button
 On/Off Button

Program Button

On/Off Switch

Blower Motor Switch

CONTROL PANEL
Take a moment to identify the controls and components shown below. 

ON/OFF SWITCH
Turns on LED lights (if applicable). Button 
illuminates in green when turned on. Turns 
off LED lights (if applicable).

BLOWER MOTOR SWITCH
Turns blower motor on. (Turn for 10 
seconds.)

AUTO TEMPERATURE CONTROL (ATC)
Limits the set point temperature selection of 
the grill surface.

LED DISPLAY
Displays the value of parameter changed. 
Displays temperature reading.

ZONE BUTTON
Toggles through zones.

SET TEMPERATURE BUTTON

Changes pre-set temperature values of the 
heating elements. 

PROGRAM BUTTON
Makes a parameter change to a preset 
(default) value.

ATC UP BUTTON
Increments a default value.

ATC DOWN BUTTON
Decrements a default value.

ATC ON/OFF BUTTON
Turns the ATC On/Off

ZONE1/ZONE2/ZONE3
Zone indicator

The following illustration may appear different from your model, depending on the 
country of your residency.
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START UP

START UP

FIRST TIME SET UP
The Control Panel’s power indicator should be on as soon as you plug the griddle in a power 
outlet that meets the system configuration.

1. Turn the On/Off switch to turn on the LED lights (if applicable) and table. Button will illuminate.

2. Turn the Blower Motor Switch for 10 seconds to turn on the motor blower.

3. The Auto Temperature Control (ATC) panel will display.

4. Press the On/Off button 

The initial set point temperature (after power up) is pre-heat. The display will read “Pr E” 

and the control automatically switches on the heat load and raises the set point,  

to the pre-heat default value. The default value is 450ºF. When the preheat temperature 

reaches 450ºF the display will read “Rdy” and the control will regulate at this setting. 

The Auto Temperature Control (ATC) panel has been programmed to disable most of its 

function modes to allow simple control. The LED display will indicate the teppan’s  

current temperature. 

5. The operator may start cooking once the LED display reads “Rdy”.

NOTE:
When power is applied, the control panel performs a self test. All LED 
segments light. At completion of the self test routine the control panel 
monitors the sensor input and begins regulating the output (heat) relative to 
the preset temperature.
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ATC SETTINGS

ATC SETTINGS

ATC SETTINGS
The default temperature value is set to reach 450ºF maximum once the ATC On Button is 
pressed. The operator may also use the three pre-set temperature values during  
cooking operation: Ensure the desired zone is selected by pressing the button to cycle 
through zone 1-3.

SET POINT #1

150ºF
Press the Set Temp button 

one time on the Auto 

Temperature Control 

panel. The LED display will 

intermittently read “/1” and 

the low set point value 

“150ºF”. The control will 

lower the set value to the low 

temperature and regulate to 

the default value. When the 

low set value is reached the 

LED display will flash 150ºF 

and “Rdy”. The operator 

can begin cooking at this 

temperature. (if applicable).

SET POINT #2 

250ºF
Press the Set Temp button 

a second time on the Auto 

Temperature Control 

panel. The LED display will 

intermittently read “/2” and 

the medium set point value 

“250ºF”. When the medium 

set value is reached the LED 

display will flash 250ºF and 

“Rdy”. The operator can begin 

cooking at this temperature(if 

applicable).

SET POINT #3 

350ºF
Press the Set Temp button 

a third time on the Auto 

Temperature Control 

panel. The LED display will 

intermittently read “/3” and 

the medium set point value 

“350ºF”. When the high set 

value is reached the LED 

display will flash 350ºF and 

“Rdy”. The operator can begin 

cooking at this temperature(if 

applicable).
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ATC SETTINGS

               When accessing the control program, do not turn on the heating elements. This will       
                help avoid any personal injury to yourself or others. 

To access the control program to change the default set temperatures, follow these steps.

1. Press and hold the Mode button, ATC Down button & the ATC Up button at the same time 
to access the control program.

2. The LED Display will show “0/00” 

3. Scroll through the settings by pressing the Mode button (a key for each setting is given 
below.)

4. Using the ATC Down button & the ATC Up button, adjust the value setting to your choice 
by increments of 5.

5. Repeat steps 4 and 5 as necessary.

6. When finished, press the Set Temp button and the Program button simultaneously.

7. To exit without storing values, press On/Off button.

ATC TEMPERATURE PARAMETERS 
CHANGING PROCEDURE
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MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE
CLEANING THE STAINLESS STEEL & 
METALLIC PARTS
Stainless steel and metallic parts on the griddle can be cleaned with stainless steel cleaner.

             Note that the teppan cooktop is NOT made of stainless steel, please do not spray any  
              stainless steel cleaner on the teppan. 

CLEANING THE TABLE TOP 
The tabletop (if it came with your griddle), can be cleaned as often as required. Suggestions 

for cleaning the tabletops: Tempered glass - Window/glass solution Soap, Marble - Liquid 

dishwashing detergent. 

              Always use a non-abrasive cloth when cleaning the tabletops. It is also recommend to    
              use a sanitizing solution after each cleaning. 

Stainless Steel

Teppan

Table Top
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MAINTENANCE

CLEANING THE TEPPAN 
Every chef has his/her own way of cleaning the teppan. The following are some general 

guidelines compiled by PDI, and are meant to serve as recommendations only. 

END OF USE (NO GUESTS SITTING AT THE TABLE)
1. Press the [OFF] Off button on the Auto Temperature Control panel.

2. Once the teppan has cooled down until its temperature is tolerable to the hands, turn the 

On/Off Switch to turn off the LED lights (if applicable), motor blower and electrical power 

to the table.

3. Remove the ventilation aperture and follow the instructions on page 14. You may pour tap 

water onto the teppan repeatedly to speed up the cooling process if needed. 

             Caution: This produces a considerable amount of hot vapor.

4. While the teppan is still warm, scrub the teppan with a folded cloth or scrub sponge + any 

non-corrosive detergent + water. This cleaning method shall remove burnt spots. The use 

of wire wool, scouring pad, abrasive cleaner or similar product is not advised. 

Tip: To prevent scalding while using both hands to scrub the teppan, blow onto    
        your hands while scrubbing. This will dissipate the hot steam from your  
        hands when the hot steam rises.

5. Thoroughly wipe the teppan clean with a clean & damp cloth to remove any remaining 

detergent residue.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 as needed.

7. When done with cleaning, dry the teppan. If still warm, the teppan would evaporate the 

surface moisture shortly, but it is nonetheless recommended to wipe it dry with a dry 

cloth so as to avoid water stains.

8. Apply a thin layer of vegetable or other cooking oil over the entire surface of the teppan 

to prevent rusting.

TUTORIAL VIDEO
Scan this QR code to watch “How to clean G3 table“ tutorial 
video. If your smart phone does not have a reader, watch it at 
www.pidistribution.com
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MAINTENANCE

CLEANING THE VENTILATION APERTURE 

1. Pull the ventilation aperture out of the slot (Figure 4.0).

2. Clean it with non-corrosive detergent.

3. Rinse and wipe it dry.

4. Wipe up the grease build-up in the duct (Figure 4.1). Insert the ventilation aperture back.

BETWEEN USE (GUESTS STILL SITTING AT THE TABLE)
1. Press the [OFF] Off button on the Auto Temperature Control panel.

2. Once the teppan has cooled down, turn the On/Off switch to turn off the LED lights (if 
applicable), motor blower and electrical power to the table. 

3. Turn the On/Off switch to turn on the LED lights (if applicable). (Step 3 may be skipped 
due to preference of leaving LED lights (if applicable) turned on for guests.)  

             Caution: Do NOT pour water on the teppan while the motor blower is on.    
            The water vapors will be pulled into the vent aperture and degrade/  
            damage the ESP unit. 

4. Allow the teppan to cool down until its temperature is tolerable to the hands.

5. While the teppan is still warm, thoroughly wipe the teppan clean with a clean & slightly 
damp cloth. The use of wire wool, scouring pad, abrasive cleaner or similar product is not 
advised.

6. When done with cleaning, dry the teppan. If still warm, the teppan would evaporate the 
surface moisture shortly, but it is nonetheless recommended to wipe it dry with a dry 
cloth so as to avoid water stains.

7. Apply a thin layer of vegetable or other cooking oil over the entire surface of the teppan 
to prevent rusting.

Figure 4.0

Figure 4.1
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MAINTENANCE

CLEANING THE BAFFLE FILTER & GREASE TRAYS  

1. The waste tray, baffle filter and grease trays can be easily pulled out for cleaning (Figure 

4.2) (Figure 4.3). They should all be cleaned with non-corrosive detergent as often as 

required to prevent grease build up. Dishwaher Safe.

2. While the baffle filter is pulled out and cleaning begins, wipe the inside of the filter section 

with a damp cloth as needed (Figure 4.4). Clean the grease trough with degreaser and 

wipe off with a clean damp cloth.

Figure 4.2

Figure 4.3 Figure 4.4
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MAINTEANACE

CLEANING THE ELECTRO-STATIC PRECIPITATOR  

The ESP needs to be cleaned as often as necessary. Some restaurants clean them daily, while 

others do it semi-weekly or weekly, depending on usage.  

1. The ESP is secured with door and a panel. Figure 5.1 shows the inner door and 5.2 is outer 

panel. Turn the two knobs on the top left and bottom left counterclockwise to open the 

inner door.

2. Opening the inner door reveals the ionizing collectors in the chamber (Figure 5.1).

3. Pull out the ionizing collectors (Figure 5.2), and submerge the unit in a bucket filled with 

water & detergent for five minutes or until clean. Rinse and air dry. Dishwasher Safe.

Figure 5.1

Figure 5.2

Figure 5.3
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MAINTENANCE

Figure 5.3

Figure 6.0 Figure 6.1

Grease particles get electrically 
charged as they pass through these 
wires. DO NOT touch these wires.

4. Make sure the unit is rinsed and completely dried before putting it back into the chamber.     

           Make sure that the side with ionizing wires face towards where the grease  
           laden air is coming from (Figure 5.3).

5. Clean the ESP pre-filter with non-corrosive detergent. Rinse and dry before inserting it 

back to its slot (Figure 6.0).
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TROUBLESHOOTING

Table does not turn on:
1. Check to make sure all safety interlock switches are engaged.

2. Check building circuit breaker to ensure it is not tripped.

3. Check all drawers to be locked with hex key into position.

4. Check vent aperture, baffle filter, mesh filter, and ESP cells are correctly installed.

5. Check front fascia of drawers are not bent preventing proper suppression of interlock 
switch. Indicated by a clicking sound from interlock switch.

6. Check that the ESP door is fully closed and locked.

Blower Switch illuminates, but it does not stay on: 
1. Ensure that the blower switch is turned for 10 seconds in correspondence with the 

correct start-up procedures; this is a safety feature that ensures the blower is running 

properly.

2. Ensure that the door to the Grease filter chamber is on and securely fastened.

Table is making unusual noises
1. Zapping noise (persisting longer than 15 seconds after turning on the table). 

1.1. Indicates excess water (droplets) on baffle and mesh filters. 

1.2. Remove excess water from filters.

2. Clacking noise 

2.1. Check baffle filter for damage.  

2.2. Replace baffle filter if damaged.

TROUBLESHOOTING

This section describes how to solve common problems you might encounter when using your FANMA TM Series 
Smokeless Electric Teppanyaki Table. Many problems have simple solutions. Try these suggestions before calling our 
toll free support number (1.855.888.9288). 

Table Electrical Panel Location
The table’s electrical panel is located within the table. When looking at the table from the chef 

side, the electrical panel is located center behind the panel of the table. You will need the 

hex-nut key provided to you with the table. Remove the side panel, the electrical panel is the 

stainless steel box. 
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TROUBLESHOOTING

The table shut down by itself while in operation: 
1. Ensure that the Vent Aperture has not become dislodged from its proper location:  

that the bottom is flush with the table surface and pressed against the right side of the 

intake duct.

2. Check the Electrical Breaker Panel to ensure that the circuit has not been tripped. If it has 

been tripped, reset the breaker by switching it to the “On” position.

3. Ensure that there is nothing blocking airflow into the vent aperture. A decrease in 

pressure in the duct system will cause the table to shut off.

4. Ensure that there is nothing positioned in front of the exhaust vent. An increase in 

pressure in the duct system will cause the table to shut off.

5. Ensure that the filters (3 total) are clean. A dirty filter can create a blockage in the duct 

system, increasing pressure which will cause the table to shut off.

6. Ensure that the Control Circuit Breaker within the table’s Electrical Panel has not been 

tripped (for electrical panel location, see “On/Off Button will not illuminate” section).

The Table is still on, but the heating elements shut off: 
1. The heating elements, once the cooking surface is to the desired temperature, turn on 

and off to maintain temperature. This makes for a more consistent temperature and 

lowers energy usage.

2. If the heating elements are turned off and the user notices a drastic temperature 

difference than what is desired, ensure that the High Limit Switch has not been lowered. 

The High Limit Switch is located inside the table’s electrical panel (for electrical panel 

location, see “On/Off Button will not illuminate” section).

The On/Off Button is illuminated, but the LED lights 
will not illuminate:  
1. Ensure that the LED Power Supply has not become disconnected with the LED lights. This 

connection is located inside of the table, to the right of the electrical panel when looking 

at it.

2. Ensure that the fuse on the transformer inside the electrical panel has not blown. This will 

require a connectivity tester.illuminate” section).
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FAQ

FAQ

Table Electrical Panel Location
The table’s electrical panel is located within the table. When looking at the table from the chef 

side, the electrical panel is located center behind the siding of the table. You will need the 

hex-nut key provided to you with the table. Remove the side panel, the electrical panel is the 

stainless steel box.

Should I be concerned if I don’t feel any heat from the cooking 
surface when it’s fully turned on?
No, this is normal. The design of the table is to prevent the user from exposed heat when the 

heating elements and blower motor are turned on.

Can I shut down the table with just the On/Off Switch?
The table will shut down by pressing the On/Off switch, but it is not recommended. Following 

the proper shut down procedure will ensure the longevity of the table.

Should I be concerned if the table shuts down when the 
ventilation aperture is removed?
No, this is normal. This is a safety feature for the table. The table will not start or will shut 

down if the ventilation aperture is not positioned correctly, or becomes dislodged. 

Why won’t the table turn on if any one of the filters is not in place?
This is to ensure the longevity of the table and safety of the user. 

The Table is still on, but the Control Panel’s alarm is sounding:
This could be due to the high limit in the control panel is set lower or within the variance limit 

to the desired temperature. To adjust temperature settings, see Control Panel Configuration 

section in this user manual, Pg. 12)
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SPECIFICATION

SPECIFICATION

Electrical Specifications
12 heating elements

COOKING SURFACE FIM 30" X 17"

HEATING ELE. POWER (KW/BTU) 9KW / 30,709 BTU 208

BLOWER AIRFLOW (CFM) 1760 CFM

VOLTAGE (VAC) 208 / 240V

FREQUENCY(HZ) 60HZ

CURRENT (A) 24@208V 28@240V

MAX CIRCUIT REQ. (A) 30A 3 PHASE

PLUG 3 POLE, 4 WIRE GROUNDING CS8365N

HEATING ELEMENTS 12

WEIGHT (LB) AVG. ESTIMATED 1,800LB
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WARRANTY

WARRANTY

Seller warrants that the Products manufactured by the Seller will be free from defects in 

material and workmanship under normal use and regular service and maintenance for 

a period of (1) year from the date when the Product is delivered at the Buyer’s facilities. 

Products purchased from Manufacturer for resale to Buyer will carry only the warranty 

extended by the original manufacturer.

The warranty does not extend to any losses or damages due to misuse, accident, 
abuse, neglect, normal wear and tear, corrosion, moisture. Buyer’s or any other 
person’s negligence, unauthorized modifications or alteration, use beyond rated 
capacity, unsuitable power sources or environmental conditions, improper 
installation, repair, handling, maintenance or application; or any other cause is 
considered not the fault of the Seller, and is not covered under this warranty.  

If within 30 days after Buyer’s discovery of any warranty defects within the warranty period or 

within 10 days after shipment for quality discrepancies, Buyer notifies Seller thereof in writing. 

Seller shall, at its sole option, repair, correct or replace F.O.B.  

point of manufacture, or refund for that portion of the Products found by Seller to be 

defective or missing. Failure by Buyer to give such written notice within the applicable time 

period is deemed an absolute and unconditional waiver of Buyer’s claim  

for such defects.

Products repaired or replaced during the warranty period will be covered by the foregoing 

warranty of the warranty period of one year from the date of shipment, whichever is longer.

Buyer assumes all other responsibility for any loss, damage, or injury to persons or property 

arising out of, connected with, or resulting from the use of the Products, either alone or in 

combination with other products/components, and shall indemnity, defend and hold Seller 

harmless for any such loss, damage or injury.





27145 S. Karevich Drive, Novi, MI 48377

Sales (248) 305-8882

Service (855) 888-9288

info@companypi.com

www.pidistribution.com


